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SOME PROBLEMS COFCERFIITg C(X) 

!• Csdszar 

Ĵ ordnd Eotvos University 

H-1088 Budapest, Muzeum korut 6-8, Hungary 

0* In this paper, some existence problems are investigated con

cerning function classes having the form C(X), C(Y)|X = JflX: f € C(Y)} 

or C(Y)o p = {f o p: f € C(Y)] where p: X —> Y is a given map. The 

following questions are treated. G-iven a set X and a class <P of 
real-valued functions defined on X, is there a topology on X such 

that dp as c(X) (or on a set Y such that 4> = C(Y) o p for some sur-

jective map p: X —» Y, or on a set YZD X such that $> = C(Y)IX)? 

Given a topological space X and a (J) as above, is there a space 

Y.D X containing X as a subspace such that <}> = C(Y)l X ? Given 

a ring A, is there a topological space X (or a topological space 

Y and a subspace X C Y) such that A be isomorphic with C(X) 

(or C(Y)iX)? 

In answering (or partially answering) questions of this kind, 

we will use some types of function classes defined in [53 and [14J • 

1. Let X be an arbitrary non-empty set* cj> £3 said to be a 

function class on X if each f € c£> is a real-valued function f: 

X —> R defined on X* If S 4 0 and p: S —* X, we denote (fop 

» (f op: f £<£} ; for 0 ^ T C X, define cj3 | T = [f |T: f <£<&}. A 
function ring or a function lattice on X is a function class on X 

that is a ring or a lattice, respectively, under pointwise defined 

operations +, •, v , A , and that contains all constant functions» 

An affine lattice on X is a function lattice cf> on X such that 

fe4> , eeR implies f + c € (j>, cf<s4>« 

If X is a topological space with topology T , C(X) or C(~ ) 

denotes the class of all continuous real-valued functions on X. 

Clearly C(X) is a function ring and an affine lattice on X, and 

the same holds for C(Y)|X or C(Y)o p with p: X —* Y. 

A function class cj) on X is said to be strongly composition-

closed (sec), or composition-closed (cc) ([5]t pp# 143 and 146), or 

weakly composition-closed (wee) ([14], p. 114) if the following is 

true: given a family [fi: i e I } C Cip , consider the map 

(1.1) h: X—^R1, h(x) = (t±(x)) for x6X, 
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and a function Jc6C(h(X))f or .k6 0(ETSfT)t or .fceCfR1) respec

tively; then k o h e ^ * Here R is equipped with the product topo-

logyf TS denotes the closure with respect to this topologyf h(X) 

and h(X) are considered as subspaces of S • 

If the above conditione are reetricted by the assumption that 

the index 3et I ie countable f then dp is said to be oountably strong

ly composition-closed (cscc)f countably composition-closed (ccc)f count-

ably wealcly compo9ition-clo3ed (cwcc) respectively* Similarly, if I 

is eupposed to be finite, 0 ie 3aid to be finitely strongly composi

tion-closed (fscc)f finitely composition-olo9ed (fee), or finitely 

weakly composition-olo3ed (fwee). For these claesee, the following 

implications hold ([5]f p» 147): 

sec =-£• cc -=--=> wee 

lit 
cscc =^ ccc ̂ -̂  cwcc 

I ^ 4 
fsec =^ fee ̂ =-> fwee 

H* is said to be inversion-closed if f6'43 • *(*) ^ 0 for xeX 

implies l/f € <$ • 

If f: X-> Rf let us denote Z(f) - fx£X: f(x) - 0?; Z(f) 

is the zero-set of the function f0 If ^ 1B a function clas9 on 

Xf denote Z(4>) = fz(f): f6<J)J • If X ie a topological 3pace with 

topology *C f we write Z(X) = Z(C(X)) or Z(r) = Z(C(T)); the 

elements of Z(X) are the zero-sets of the space X* For f: X —> Rf 
c€Rf put X(f > c) = [x€X: f(x)> c}f X(f< c) = {x €-X: f (x) ̂  c}. 

The eets X(f ̂  c) and X(f ̂  c) are called level sete (or Lebesgue 

sets) of f* 

A function class ^ on X is said to be complete (or uniformly 

closed) if fn s cf> implies f € cfc) whenever fn —> f uniformly on X* 

2* We start by examining the first type of questions formulated 

in the introduction* Let <f> be a function class on a set X* Under 

what conditions does a topology exist on the set X such that <$ = 

0(X)? This question is answered by the following 

Theorem 1* If X is a topological space and tf> = C(X)f then 
(a) <$> is a function ring, 

(a*) Cj) is an affine lattice, 

(b) f =[sup g±: iel] = inffhj: ,1 * j}f g±, h^cj), I ji 0, J £ 0 
implies f e4> » 

(c) (f V ( - C ) ) A c <si <t> for ceR implies f 6 0 f 
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(cf) cj> is inversion-closed. 

Conversely if <$ is a function class on X satisfving either 

(a)f (*>)f (c)> or (a), (b), (c*), or (af), (t>)> (c), then there is a 

topology on X such that CJ) = C(X). 

Proof. The necessity of (a) to (c*) can be easily checked (see 

[4], pp. 184-185)• If $ satisfies (b) and either (a) or (af), then 

the same holds for the class <j)s composed of all hounded functions 

in 4> ; hence, by [4], Theorem 8, <$* = C * ( T ) for some topology T 

on Xo In the case of (af) we easily get that f e 4* implies f = 

(f v (-c)) A c 6 c.p* = (?*(r ) e C( T ), hence f e C( T ); conversely 

f€C("c) implies f^ €C*(x ) = (fc* C. C.p and, by (c), fe4>* In 

the case of (a), the function h: R —* R, h(u) = I u i, can be rep

resented as h(u) = uv(-u) and also as the infimum of a family of 

quadratic polynomials; therefore (b) implies that Iflecj.) whenever 

f $ <$ , i.e. that 0 is a lattice. Hence the case of (a), (b), (c) 

has been reduced to that one of (a9), (b), (c). Finally, in the case 

of (a), (b), (cf)t fecf) implies g = f/(l + If \) e <$* = C*(r), 
hence f = g/(l - I g|) 6 C ( T ). Conversely f € C ( T ) implies g 6' 

CF( T ) = 4>" C CJ) and f e<p. 
Remark 1. By [4], p. 184, (b) implies that <4> is complete; 

hence (a), (b), (cf) =^ (c) is a consequence of [l7], Corollary 3»7* 

and we get an alternative proof for the case (a), (b), (c*). 

.Another answer to the above question is contained in 

Theorem 2. If CJ) is a function class on X, the following 

statements are equivalent: 

(a) There are a topological space Y and a surjective map p: 

X—*Y such that CjD = C(Y)o p, 

(b) <$) is strongly composition-closed, 

(c) There is a topology r on X such that 4) = C(T). 

Proof, (a) a> (b): Suppose ±±e<b , f± = g±oV$ g±eO(Y)9 

iel. Define h: X -»R 1 and g: Y -> R1 by h(x) = (f±(x)), g(y) 

• (g±(y))^ Then h = gop and g is continuous, hence if k6C(h(X)) 

= C(g(Y)), we have kcgeC(Y) and koh€C(Y)op. 

(b) m+ (c) is contained in [5]. (2.6), and (c) =£• (a) is obvious. 

A similar argument furnishes, using [14], p* 114 for (b) =^ (c): 

Theorem 3. For a function class on X, the following statements 

are equivalent: 
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(a) There are a topological space Y and a map p: X —» Y such 

that <$ • C(Y)o pt 

(b) cj) is weakly composition-closed, 

(c) There are a set I D I and a topology on Y such that <$> 
m C(Y)lX. 

A modification of this theorem yields: 

Theorem 4« For a function class <$ ,• the following statements 
are equivalent: 

(a) There are a topological space Y and a map p: X —* Y such 

that p(X) is dense in Y and <$> = 0(Y)o p, 

(b) CJ3 is composition-closed, 

(c) There are a set I D I and a topology on Y such that X 

is dense in Y and <$ = C(Y)|X. 

Proof* (a) =» (b): Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2, by 

g(T) - g(pncr) c *(p(«) - Em. 
(b) =-> (c): Suppose that <t> is ec, set CJD = [t±i iel} with 

some index set I, and consider h as in (1#1). Choose a set Yrs X 

such that there exists a bisection h': Y - X —* Z - h(X) where Z a 

•E.7XJ, and define q: Y —> Z by q(x) = h(x) for x€X, q(x) m hf(x) 
for x 6 T - X. Equip Y with the inverse image by q of the topology 

of Z (i. e. GrCIY is open iff G = q (H) for some H C Z open 

in Z). Now if f ecfc, say f = t±9 iel, then ^ = p ^ q|X where 

Pj denotes the projection of R onto its i-th factor, hence p.j_o q 

6 0(1). Conversely if g€C(Y), then x, vgY, g(x) jl g(y) implies 

that x and y have disjoint neighbourhoods in Y so that q(x) j£ 
q(y); therefore g = koq with k6C(Z) and g|X = ko h £ <p by 
the cc property of <fc. Finally X is dense in Y since h(X) s q(X) 

is dense in Z = h(X). 

(c) =-> (a): Obvious. 

Remark 2. The proofs of (b) =-> (c) in Theorems 2 and 3 are quite 

similar to that one in Theorem 4, only one has to choose Z = h(X) 

or Z s R y respectively. 

2« Jow let X be a given topological space, cjp a function class 

on X, and let us look for conditions on CJ3 involving <£ = 0(X) 

or <-p = 0(Y)lX with a suitable topological space Y containing X 

as a subspace• Theorems 2, 3, 4 furnish results of this kind provided 

the spaces in question are completely regular (not necessarily Haus-
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dorff). 

Theorem 5. Let X be a completely regular space and cj> a func

tion class on X. Cp = C(X) iff C$3 is strongly composition-closed 

and Z(([>) is a closed base in X (i. e. a system of closed sets such 

that each closed set is the intersection of some elements of this sys

tem) . 

Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 2 and from the fact 

that a space is completely regular iff Z(X) is a closed base ([7], 

p. 38). Conversely if ($ is sec, then, by Theorem 2, it coincides 

with C ( T ) for a topology T obtained as the inverse image topology 

of a subspace of R (see Remark 2). Consequently r is completely 

regular, thus Z(c£ ) is a closed base for T , and r is identical 

with the given topology of X since both topologies admit the same 

closed base. 

Theorem 6. Let X be a topological space and c£) a function class 

on X* There is a completely regular space Y 3 X containing X as 

a subspace and satisfying 4> - c(Y)|X iff 0 is weaklv composition-

closed and Z(4>) is a closed base in X# 
Proof. If 4> = C(Y)|X and Y is completely regular, then (J) 

is wee by Theorem 3 and Z(0), being the trace on X of Z(Y), is 

a closed base in X# Conversely if (J) is wee, then 0 = C(Y)|X by 

Theorem 3 for a suitable set Y 3 X and a completely regular topology 

T on Y (by Remark 2). Hence Z(Y) is a closed base for T and 

the same holds for Z(cJ}) and the topology induced by T on X; con

sequently the latter coincides with the given topology of X. 

A similar argument, using Theorem 4 instead of Theorem 3, fur

nishes 

Theorem 7# Let X be a topological space and <£) a function class 

on X. There is a completely regular space Y 3 X containing X as 

a dense subspace and satisfying (J) = C(Y)|X iff CJp is composition-

closed and Z(<$>) is a closed base in X. 

Theorem 8. Let X be a T -space and cjD a function class on X. 

There is a completely regular Hausdorff space Y D X containing X 

as a (dense) subspace iff CJ2 is weakly composition-closed (composi

tion-closed) and Z(c£>) is a closed base in X. 

Proof. By the proof of Theorem 6 (or 7) the topology on Y is 
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now Hausdorff since the map q: Y —* Z in the proof of Theorem 4 is 
infective. 

Remark 5. The same argument shows that, under the hypotheses of 

Theorem 8f the space T can be supposed to be realcompact (see [7jf 
8.2, 8.10f 8.11$ cf. [5], (3o5)). 

If the topology given on x is not completely regular, then the 

condition that Z(CJJ ) be a closed base in X is no more necessary 

for having <£ = 0(X) or c)3 -a C(Y)|X. However, Theorem 5 can be 

modified in a suitable way in order to embrace the case of an arbi

trary topological space X: 

Theorem 9. Let X be a topological space and cj5 a function class 

on X. <£ = 0(X) iff Cf> is (countably) strongly composition-closed 

and Z(<$) = Z(X). 

Proof. If $ = 0(X), then <$> is sec (and a fortiori cscc) by 

Theorem 2 and, of course, Z(Cj)) = Z(X). Conversely if CJ3 is sec, 

then C$> = 0 ( T ) for a topology T on X, and C(T- ) is composed 

of all functions f: X —> R the level sets of which belong to Z(r ) 

= Z(<t> )• Similarly C(X) is the class of all functions with level 

sets in Z(X), hence Z(<£) = Z(X) implies C ( T ) = C(X) and cj} = 

C(X). 

If $ is cscc, then, by Theorem 10 below, CJ3 is still composed 

of all functions the level sets of which belong to Z(<t>) so that 

Z(dp ) = Z(X) implies again C.P = 0(X). 

Theorem 10. ([6], Theorem 16). Let <p be a function class on X. 

Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(a) C$> is countably strongly composition-closed, 

(b) c!p is finitely strongly composition-closed and complete, 

(c) d& is finitely composition-closed, inversion-closed, and 

complete, 

(d) <X> is a complete and inversion-closed function ring, 
(e) Z(0) is a £-lattice in X (i. e. 09 X6Z(<|3)f Zlf Zg 

€Z(4>) implies Z^U Zg 6Z(ct> ) f Z±ez(cb) for i = lf 2f ... implies 

O^Z^s i = lf 2f ... J€ Z(cj5))f and <£ is composed of all functions 

the level sets of which belong to Z(Cfc)f 
(f) There is a ^-lattice in X so that <£> coincides with the 

class of all functions the level sets of which belong to this ^-lat

tice. 
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Remark 4« (a) =-> (b) follows from [13], Theorem 2.1, (b) =-> (c) 

==> (d) is obvious, (d) ̂  (e) ̂  (f) is essentially contained in [llj , 

pp* 236 and 241 (cf„ also [17], Theorem B* and [10], Lemma 6#3), fi

nally (d) =4> (a) is [l6], Theorem 4*9» 

An interesting consequence of Theorem 10 is the fact that the 

cscc classes can "be characterized as fscc classes having some approxi

mation property (namely completeness), and even the fscc property can 

be reduced to the condition of being closed under a finite number of 

suitable operations* Theorems 1 and 2 yield a similar characterization 

of sec classes* 

Problem 1» Is it possible to characterize the cc and wee classes 

by the property of being fee and by suitable approximation properties? 

In this direction it is worth-wile to mention that every wee class 

is complete ([l3], Theorem 2ol)» 

Problem 2* Let X be an arbitrary topological space and c(3 a 

function class on X. Give necessary and sufficient conditions in 

order to have 4> = 0(Y)|X for a suitable topological space I D X 

containing X as a (dense) subspace* 

Notice that, in Theorems 6 and 7, complete regularity of T 

was essential to assure the necessity of the given conditions. 

4. Let now A be an arbitrary ring. We shall study the question 

under what conditions is A isomorphic with a ring of the form C(X) 

or C(Y)|X. First we examine the (purely algebraic) question when is 

A isomorphic with a function ring. The following theorem is an easy 

consequence of well-known results on subdirect sums of rings (see e* 

g. [l5], Theorem 2, or [18]). and is essentially known ([l], [2j, 

[12] ,[14]). 

Theorem 11 • For a ring A, there is a function ring isomorphic 

with A iff the conditions (a), (b), and one of the conditions (c.) 

(i = 1, 2, 3) below are fulfilled0 
(a) A contains a unit element e ̂  0, 

(b) There is a homomorphism % : R —> A such that ee 9((*0 9 
(c,) For every (two-sided) ideal I C A , I 5/ {0}, there exists 

a homomorphism 10 : I—*R such that le f(I)f 
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(Cg) Per every ideal I C A, I yi [o]f there is a homomorphism 

s: A —> R such that s(I) / {o}f 
(c,) For every a 6 A, a / 0 , there is a homomorphism s: A —> R 

such that s(a) 3/ Oe. 

Tinder these hypotheses, a function ring isomorphic with A can 

be constructed over the set S of all homomorphisms s: A —> R such 

that s(A) ̂  {0} "by assigning to a€A the function f: S —»R de

fined by f(s) = s(a). 

Proof. Assume that <p is a function ring on X. Then (a), (b), 

(c^) hold for <4> instead of Af consequently for any ring A iso

morphic with <p . In fact, the constant 1 is the unit of <fc f the 

homomorphism )( assigning the constant c to cfR satisfies (b), 

and if I is an ideal in <$> , gel, g 4 0, then there is z e l 

with g(x) £ 0, and vp(f) = f(x) (f el) defines a homomorphism 

v̂  : I —> R satisfying (cx) since vp(g/c) =- 1 for c =- g(x). 

For a ring A, (c^ =-> (c2)# For, if I is an ideal in A and 

vo : I —*R is a homomorphism, ifcl, vp(±) = lf then s(a) = y(iai) 

defines a homomorphiaai s: A —^ R for which s(i) = 1. 

(c2) =^ (c5) for any ring A. In fact, if (c,) were false, then 

a £ 0 would be contained in the intersection J of the kernels of 

all homomorphisms s: A —» R with s(A) £ {0} (the existence of at 

least one s of this kind follows from (c2) for I = A ^ {0}). By 

(Cg), there would be a homomorphism s: A —> R such that s(J) 4 {o} 
which contradicts to J C Ker s. 

Finally if A satisfies (a), (b)f (c,)f then denote by S the 

set of all homomorphisms s: A —> R such that s(A) 4 {0}f and de

fine f&(s) = s(a) for a£Af s€ S. Then S 4 0 by (a) and (c,), 

and clearly f&+b « fft + fb, fab - f&fb so that <p « {f&: a 6 A J 

is a ring under pointwise addition and multiplication, and 4* (a) -= f 

defines an epimorphism vp : A —> <£ # Moreover, C0 is a function ring 

(i. e. it contains all constant functions). In fact, if s£S, then 

s o ^ s R - » R is a homomorphism such that s( X ^ ) ^ {°} s i n c e e ^ 

*X(R) by (b) and s(e) = 0 would imply s(a) = s(ae) =- s(a)s(e) = 0 

for each a€A. Therefore s(^ (c)) = c for ceR ([7], 0.22), i. e. 

Y ( X ^ C ^ 6 C ^ i s * h e cons"fca31* function c. Finally ip is a monomor-

phism by (c,). 

Theorem 11, combined with Theorems 2 and 3* furnishes character

izations of those rings that are isomorphic with rings of the form 

C(X) or C(Y)|X. The first one of these problems was investigated 

by many authors (see e. g. [l2]f [l]f [2], [9]). We shall need two lemmas 
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that are slight modifications of [7]f 3»9 and 8.8, and [^ 0.23 and 

8.3» respectively. 

Lemma 1. Let Y be a topological space and I C Y , Then there 

exist a realcompact Tychonoff space Yf and a closed subspace Xf C Yf 

such that the rings C(Y) and C(Y)(X are isomorphic with C(Yf) and 

C(Yf) | Xf respectively. 

Proof. Let Y-, be the set Y equipped with the topology for 

which Z(Y) is a closed basef and X. = X. Then C(Y-L) = C(Y)f and 

^^l^^l a °(Y)IX» Moreover, Y-, is completely regular. 

Now let Y2 be the set of all equivalence classes belonging to 

the equivalence relation introduced in Y-, by setting XA>y iff 

f(x) • f(y) for every f eC(Y1), Denote by q(x)f for x e Y ^ the 

equivalence class containing x. Then equip Y2 with the quotient 

topology corresponding to q: Y^ —> Y2> and define X2 = q(X1). By 

assigning f o q (f o qlX-J to f£C(Y2) (f |2^ e C(Y2) |X2)f we ob

tain an isomorphism from C(Y2) onto C(Y-,) (from C(Y2)|X2 onto 

CfYjJIX-). Moreover, Y2 is a Tychonoff space. 

Finally let Yf denote the Hewitt realcompactification of Y2 

and Xf the closure of X2 in Yf. Then by assigning f |Y2 to 

f 6C(r) (flXg to f|Xf 6 C(Yf)|Xf), we get an isomorphism from 

C(Yf) onto C(Y2) (from C(Yf)Ilf onto C(Y2)|X2). 

Lemma 2. Let Y be a realcompact Tychonoff space and X C Y be 

closed. Then the ring homomorphisms s: C(Y)IX —» R such that 

s(C(Y)|X) j£ [0] correspond in a one-to-one manner to the points of 

Xf the homomorphism s corresponding to x£X being defined by 

s(flX) - f(x) for f eC(Y). 

Proof. If f €C(Y)f s(flX) = c ji 0f then s(rf|X) = re for 

re-R so that s is an epimorphism onto R. .Denote by k: 0(Y) —» 

C(Y)|X the epimorphism defined by k(f) = fix. Then sok is an 

epimorphism from C(Y) onto Rf hence Ker(sok) is a real maximal 

ideal of C(Y)f and s(k(f)) = f(x) for some x eY depending on s 

and every f 6C(Y). Clearly xeX since otherwise there would be an 

f €C(Y) vanishing on X but satisfying f(x) = 1. Thus s(flX) = 

f(x) for some x^X and every f 6C(Y). Conversely, this equality 

defines an epimorphism s: C(Y)|X—>R, and distinct points x, and 

x2 generate distinct epimorphisms. 

The desired characterization of the rings isomorphic to rings 

of the form C(X) is now the following: 
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Theorem 12• A ring A is isomorphic with a ring of the form 

C(X) iff A satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c±) (i = 1, 2, 3) of 

Theorem 11, and the following is true: whenever a^^A (iel) and 

S denotes the set of all homomorphisms s: A —» R such that s(A) 

^ {0}, further h: S —» R1 is defined by h(s) = (s(ai)), finally 

k€C(h(S)), then there is an aeA such that k(h(s)) = s(a) for 

every s e S* 

Proof* If these conditions are fulfilled, then, by Theorem 11, 

an isomorphism vp : A —* <$ is given by v.^(a) « f where f is a 

function defined on S such that f(s) s s(a) for s 6 S, and C.J? = 
^(A). Now our hypotheses assure precisely that Cp is sec so that, 

by Theorem 2, CJ3 • C ( T ) for a suitable topology on S« 

Conversely let u : C(X) -^ A be an isomorphism, X a topologi

cal space* By Lemma 1 we can suppose that X is realcompact* Then, 

by Theorem 11, A fulfils (a), (b), (ci)# Moreover, {sou: ssS} is 

• the set of all non-vanishing homomorphisms from C(X) into R, hencef 
by Lemma 2, we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between the homomor

phisms soOJ and the points xeX by putting s(u(f)) = f(x). By 

Theorem 2, C(X) is sec, and this yields the last condition for A* 

A similar argument furnishes, by using Theorem 3 instead of Theo

rem 2, and taking into account that the wee and ewee properties coin

cide: 

Theorem 13• A ring A is isomorphic with a ring of the form 

C(T)jX iff A satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c±) (i - 1, 2, or 3) 

of Theorem 11, and the following is true: whenver a4 6 A (i = 1, 2, 
IT 

3, •••) and S is the same as in Theorem 11, further h: S —» R 

is defined by h(s) = (s(ai)), finally keC(!T), then there is an 

atzA such that k(h(s)) = s(a) for every s6S, 

j5. Finally we investigate the following problem. Given a function 

ring (p on a set T, look for conditions assuring that (J) be iso

morphic with a ring of the form C(X) or C(Y)(X* .For this purpose, 

we need a slight modification of [7], 10*6: 

Lemma 3* Let Cj3 be a function ring on a set T and Z a real-

compact Tychonoff space* If (J : C(Z) —¥ (p is an epimorphism, then 
there is a map p: T —» Z such that u(g) = gdp for g€C(Z)* If 

CJ is an isomorphism, then p(T) is dense in Z* 

Proof* For t € T, s(g) s cj(g)(t) defines an epimorphism s: 
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C(Z) —-> Ro Hence there is a unique z£Z satisfying w(g)(t) =- g(z). 

Define z =- p(t); then clearly <o(g) = goP* If p(T) is not dense 

in Zf then there are glf g2^C(Z)f g^ £ g2 with g^o p = g2° p 

and U3 cannot he an isomorphism. 

Theorem 14. Let cj> he a function ring on a set T. There is a 

ring C(X) isomorphic with <t> iff <$> is composition-closed. 
Proof. If 4> is ccf then, by Theorem 4» there is a topological 

space X containing T as a dense subset and satisfying 0 = C(X))T. 

Then clearly C(X) is isomorphic with 4> f an isomorphism being ob

tained by assigning f|T to f 6C(X). 

Conversely suppose that there is an isomorphism GJ: C(Z) —> dp . 

By Lemma lf we can suppose that Z is a realcompact Tychonoff space. 

Consider the map p: T —> Z of Lemma 3* and choose a set I D T such 

that there is a bisection pf: X - T —* Z - p(T). Define q: X —•> Z 
fcy q.(x) «- p(x) for x£Tf q(x) = p'(x) for xgX - T. Equip X 

with the inverse image by q of the topology of Z. Then T is 

dense in Xf and the elements of C(X) are precisely the functions 

goq where g€-C(Z). Clearly co(g)(t) = g(p(t)) for geC(Z), teT f 

hence u)(g) = goq|T and dp =- C(X)|T so that <$ is cc by Theorem 4. 

Theorem 15. A function ring <p on a set T is isomorphic with 

a ring of the form C(Y)|X iff c|3 is weakly composition-closed. 

Proof. If <t> is wcc, then Theorem 3 yields <t> = C(Y)|T for 

some topological space Y D f , Conversely, if ^V:C(Z)|Y—> CJD is 

an isomorphism, then, by Lemma 1, Z can be supposed to be realcom

pact and Tychonoff. Define ij) : C(Z) —-»C(Z))Y by U>(g) =- glY and 

apply Lemma 3 for the epimorphism u = X ° 4 > : °(z) —* ̂  • Define p. 

X? p'f q and the topology on X as in the proof of Theorem 14. Then 

<P is composed of the functions 0J(g) and C(X) of those goq 

for g€C(Z)9 moreover u(g) = goq|T. Hence <f> = C(X)lTf and <£ 

is wcc by Theorem 3» 

Remark 5. Theorem 15 can be obtained with the help of some results 

on uniform spaces ([8]* [?])• 

Remark 6. The function ring composed of all polynomials on the 

real line is not wcc (in fact, it is not complete), hence this ring 

is not isomorphic with any ring C(Y)(X. On the other hand, if <p 
is the first Baire class on R, then C.P is wcc (in fact, it is cscc 

by Theorem 10) without being cc ([5]f (2.5))t hence (£ is of the form 
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C(Y)|R fcr a suitable space Y D R without being isomorphic with a 

ring C(X). A function Ting <p on T that is cc without being sec 

(cf. [5]t p. 147) is isomorphic with a ring C(X) but fail3 to be of 

the form C(T). 
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